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Abstract—We propose a new spatio-temporal elastic registration
algorithm for motion reconstruction from a series of images. The
specific application is to estimate displacement fields from two-di-
mensional ultrasound sequences of the heart. The basic idea is to
find a spatio-temporal deformation field that effectively compen-
sates for the motion by minimizing a difference with respect to
a reference frame. The key feature of our method is the use of a
semi-local spatio-temporal parametric model for the deformation
using splines, and the reformulation of the registration task as a
global optimization problem. The scale of the spline model con-
trols the smoothness of the displacement field. Our algorithm uses
a multiresolution optimization strategy to obtain a higher speed
and robustness.
We evaluated the accuracy of our algorithm using a synthetic
sequence generated with an ultrasound simulation package, to-
gether with a realistic cardiac motion model. We compared our
new global multiframe approach with a previous method based on
pairwise registration of consecutive frames to demonstrate the ben-
efits of introducing temporal consistency. Finally, we applied the al-
gorithm to the regional analysis of the left ventricle. Displacement
and strain parameters were evaluated showing significant differ-
ences between the normal and pathological segments, thereby il-
lustrating the clinical applicability of our method.
Index Terms—Cardiac motion, elastic registration, parametric
models, splines, temporal models.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE ESTIMATION of cardiac motion constitutes animportant aid for the quantification of the elasticity and
contractility of the myocardium. Localized regions exhibiting
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movement abnormalities are indicative of the existence of
ischemic segments, which are caused by insufficient tissue
microcirculation. Currently, the reference modality for motion
estimation is tagged magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, which
allows us to obtain cardiac displacement fields and derived
parameters, such as the myocardial strain, with high accuracy
[1]–[4]. Most approaches using magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), single photon emission comuted tomography (SPECT),
and computed tomography (CT) are based on deformable and
mechanical models, and they require a presegmentation step
[2], [3], [5]–[7]. Other methods use energy-based registration
[4], [8], [9] and optical flow techniques [10] to compute the
displacement of the myocardium.
Sequence alignment and registration methods for motion de-
tectionhavebeen investigated incomputervision [11]–[13].Reg-
istration methods have been used in cardiac imaging; they are
usually applied to data acquired at the same time point in the car-
diac cycle, with the aim of achieving either multimodal integra-
tion [14] or to compensate for small misalignments [15]. Image
registration has also been successfully applied for estimating car-
diac motion in tagged MR data [4], [6], [16]–[19]. Some of these
methods impose spline temporal models to assure temporal con-
sistency and better motion tracking [4], [11], [16], [17].
Our work concentrates on two-dimensional (2-D) echocar-
diography, as it is ubiquitous, and is the most widely used
imaging method to assess cardiac function. The techniques
proposed for cardiac motion recovery in other modalities
cannot be applied directly, because of the especific features of
echocardiographic data.
1) Thesignal-to-noiseratio(SNR)isrelativelylowanddepen-
dent on the angle of incidence and depth. Signal dropouts
may appear because of “shadowing,” even though the de-
velopment of recent image acquisition techniques, such as
second harmonic imaging, allow for better performance in
this respect.
2) The complex three-dimensional motion of the heart results
in a partially decorrelated speckle when 2-D sequences are
analyzed [20], [21], therefore making interframe relation
weaker. Similar effects are observed for out-of-plane mo-
tion, which may cause intracardiac structures (for example
papillary muscles or valve cordae) entering and leaving the
view plane, a limitation shared by other 2-D modalities.
Different approaches have been proposed for motion re-
covery from 2-D echocardiagraphic sequences. The most
popular is myocardial border segmentation using deformable
models [22]–[25]. Some of these methods try to overcome
0278-0062/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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the intrinsic complexity of the data by introducing a priori
knowledge by modeling a statistical representation of the pos-
sible motions and shapes [24], [25]. However these techniques
estimate the cardiac motion considering the myocardial borders
only; this can lead to inaccurate motion estimations when the
movement is parallel to the border. An additional problem is
that the borders are usually not well defined in echocardio-
graphic data. Another approach is to use optical flow methods
to compute local myocardial movements [26]–[31]. Specific
designs for echocardiographic data consider the Rayleigh
statistics of the signal in the process [29]. Both differential and
block matching techniques add mechanical, spatial or temporal
constraints to overcome the well-known aperture problem with
solutions adapted for echocardiography [26], [27], [30], [31].
The third approach with promising results is to obtain myocar-
dial motion and deformation using speckle tracking [32] and
elastographic techniques [33]–[35]. These methods are based
on the processing of the RF signal to obtain the displacement of
one or several consecutive lines of response, using correlation
and phase shift techniques.
In this paper, we propose using a nonrigid parametric motion
estimation algorithm developed to overcome some of the under-
lying problems inherent to echocardiographic image tracking.
Our approach is global, in the sense that it considers all the
frames in the sequence together, and that it tries to find the most
globally plausible dense spatio-temporal motion field. The de-
formation field is represented using a parametric model based
on B-spline basis functions.
The algorithm does not require any preliminary segmenta-
tion, which would be particularly difficult in the case of car-
diac ultrasound images. The spatio-temporal parametric model
together with a multiresolution optimization strategy provide a
good framework for tracking both global shape and texture. The
multiresolution approach increases speed and tolerance to noise.
The underlying assumption for our approach is that the echo
signal is due to the presence of strong scatterers in the tissue
that produce large and bright speckles [36]. While these scat-
terers move in-plane, they produce a signal component with
stable and visible texture pattern whose displacement is directly
linked with the in-plane cardiac motion. On the other hand,
the out-of-plane movement of the scatterers produces a speckle
component decorrelated with time [20], [21]. Our algorithm is
designed to lock on the temporally coherent part of the signal,
while suppressing the second component as much as possible.
This is achieved by imposing temporal and spatial smoothness
constraints on the deformation field.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
our method in detail, covering all the methodological aspects.
In Section III, we evaluate the algorithm using simulated se-
quences derived from a realistic cardiac motion model. In Sec-
tion IV, we present the results obtained from a clinical trial in
which regional cardiac analysis of the left ventricle was per-
formed in a population of patients and in healthy controls.
II. SPATIO-TEMPORAL REGISTRATION
A. Problem Definition
Let us consider an image sequence with
and , where is the
intensity at time and position . Our goal is to find a dense
displacement field over the whole sequence; to this end, we
introduce the deformation function, , which represents
the position at time of a point that was at position at time
, i.e., the so-called Lagrangian representation. In other
words, we are using the first frame as a spatial reference,
implying .
B. Consecutive Registration
This registration method is described in [37], and is based on
the registration of consecutive pairs of images obtained from the
sequence, using an algorithm derived from [38]. This approach
calculates the interframe displacement fields . The total
deformation field, , is then obtained from the contribution
of the partial fields.
Registration is performed twice, in the forward and backward
directions, to minimize any error accumulation, and the mean
of the two displacements is used as the final result. We have
also imposed a periodicity on the measurements, as the sequence
encompasses a complete cycle.
In the remainder of the paper, we shall denote this method as
“consecutive elastic registration,” or C-Reg.
C. Spatio-Temporal Registration
In contrast to the consecutive registration method, the
new algorithm presented in this article works globally on all
the images of the sequence simultaneously. It searches for
a spatio-temporal deformation field, , expressed by a
parametric B-spline model. By applying this field to warp the
original sequence, , we obtain a motion-corrected sequence,
, that should resemble the reference
frame as much as possible. In other words, should
appear stationary. The key features of the algorithm are the
similarity criterion (Section II-D), and the spatio-temporal
deformation model (Section II-F).
Fig. 1 shows an example of the spatio-temporal registration
process and the results obtained. The upper part of Fig. 1 shows
three images from the original sequence covering the entire car-
diac cycle. The lower part shows the corresponding images from
the warped (i.e., motion-corrected) sequence.
D. Optimization Criterion
Our registration procedure seeks a minimum value,
, for a criterion, , which is defined




where is the total number of images in the sequence, is the
set of coordinates specifying the spatial region of interest, and
is the corresponding number of pixels. The image criterion,
, is the average of the square of the differences with respect
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Fig. 1. The spatio-temporal registration process, showing the original sequence images (top), and the corresponding images in the warped sequence (bottom),
which tend to appear stationary.
to the reference image at time (and is equivalent to the
sum of squared differences, SSD).
We chose to use the SSD criterion because of its simplicity,
fast computation time, and smoothness of the resulting crite-
rion space. We extended this criterion to the temporal dimen-
sion, and observed that this criterion performed well, even in
the presence of noise and partially decorrelated speckle. We se-
lected the end-diastolic frame as the reference frame, because it
is easily identified in ultrasound sequences from the R-wave of
the electrocardiogram (ECG).
E. Interpolation
It is necessary to have a continuous version of to be able
to calculate the warped sequence, , by interpolation, as
well as to be able to evaluate the criterion derivatives. To this
end, we chose to represent using a 2-D spline interpolation
(3)
where is the tensor product of centered uniform B-splines
of degree . (Note, was used in all our experiments).
The coefficients, , were obtained from the pixel values, ,
using filtering [39]. The spline model has the advantage of good
accuracy, low computational complexity, and allows for the pos-
sibility of evaluating spatial derivatives analytically.
F. Spatio-Temporal Model
The deformation function, , is represented by a linear
model, which is separable in time and space, with parameters,
(4)
where and define the set of spatial and temporal
parameter indices. The parameter defines the basis func-
tions in the spatial direction, and is responsible for the spatial
smoothness, and are the time-axis basis functions that im-
pose the temporal coherence of the deformation. As shown in
[11], [38], and [40], B-splines constitute a good choice for the
spatial basis functions, . We also used B-splines for the tem-
poral basis functions, , [4], [11], [16], [17], because of their
computational simplicity, good approximation properties, and
implicit smoothness (minimum curvature property). We found
that temporal B-splines performed at least as well as harmonic
functions (as used in [1], [2], and [5]) in terms of registration ac-
curacy, with the advantage that the criterion minimization was
easier, thanks to their compact support [41]. Specifically, we
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Fig. 2. The B-splines temporal model. The axial and longitudinal displacement of a point in the myocardium is defined by the temporal B-spline basis functions.
The individual scaled basis functions are shown, along with their sum, the total trajectory.
The basis functions, , were placed on a uniform rect-
angular spatial grid, and the were placed at regularly
spaced time intervals. The scale parameters (space) and
(time) govern the knot spacing and, therefore, the total number
of parameters. These parameters also control the rigidity of
the solution. Typically, we used quadratic B-splines, , as
, and cubic B-splines, , as , with and . In
Section III-B2 we analyze the influence of the knot spacings in
more detail. We found that, using cubic B-splines in the spatial
direction did not improve the accuracy significantly and was
not worth the additional computational effort.
G. Motion Field Constraints
The motion model of (5) can be further constrained by using
a priori knowledge of the motion field. This increases the ro-
bustness of the registration process by taking out superfluous
degrees of freedom. First, we know that the displacement at
the reference frame must be zero. This removes one
degree of freedom from our problem, and leads to a modified
basis function set that only generates displacements satisfying
this constraint
(7)
Similarly, if our sequence contains a full cycle, then we set
the reference frame to , and we impose , leading
to a cyclic set of basis functions defined by
(8)
Fig. 2 shows how these modified basis functions define the
axial and longitudinal displacement for a point in the my-
ocardium. It depicts the individual basis functions scaled using
proper coefficients, as well as the overall trajectory .
H. Multiresolution and Optimization Strategy
The solution to our registration problem is a deformation
field, , that minimizes the criterion, . This is found by
using a multidimensional optimization algorithm acting on the
parameters . The required partial derivatives of can be
calculated explicitly
(9)
while the partial derivatives of as given by (4) and
as in (3) are
(10)
(11)
We used a gradient descent method with an automatic
step-size update [38]. We applied a multiresolution optimiza-
tion strategy that ensured a robust and efficient approach.
A pyramid of progressively reduced versions of the original
sequence was created by fitting the data using splines with
coarser levels of resolution (a spatio-temporal wavelet-like
pyramid) [42]. This pyramid was compatible with our sequence
model (3), and was optimal in the -sense. We also used mul-
tiresolution for the motion model, beginning with a coarsely
defined deformation function, , with a few parameters, ,
and then increasing the number of parameters until the finest
representation of the model was achieved. After converging at a
given level, the result was then used as an initial estimation for
the ensuing, finer level. The projection onto the finer space was
achieved using no approximations, thanks to the embedding
properties of the underlying B-spline spaces.
To summarize, the optimization process proceeded in a
coarse-to-fine fashion for both the image sequence and the mo-
tion field model. The optimization stopped when the changes in
were below a given a priori threshold, . The convergence
speed depends on the number of parameters and the sequence
size. In a typical 350 230 image size, with 35 frames, and
parameters , with 8 multiresolution levels and
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Fig. 3. First and tenth frames of simulated sequences S (top) and S (bottom).
a threshold of , the current version of the algorithm
coded in Python needed about half an hour using a standard
PC ( iterations for each multiresolution level). We expect
a fivefold-to-tenfold reduction in computation time when the
algorithm is completely recoded in C. We observed that the
algorithm always converged to a sensible solution.
III. EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMULATED DATA
This section discusses evaluation experiments on simulated
data. We analyzed the benefits of the temporal model and the
influence of the different algorithm parameters. The use of sim-
ulated sequences allows us to quantify the accuracy of the re-
constructed motion, which would not be possible to obtain with
real data.
As the true cardiac motion was not available, we generated
a realistic cardiac motion field, as described in Appendix A.
The corresponding model was separable, and consisted of two
components: an affine spatial component that simulated radial
myocardial contraction or expansion, and a temporal component
that modulated this movement in a realistic fashion throughout
the cardiac cycle.
A. Simulated Sequences
We generated two different sets of simulated sequences using
the model mentioned above. The first set was defined to explore
the behavior of the algorithm under controlled noise. To gen-
erate this first set, we took one real, end-diastole apical view
image, and deformed it according to the motion model (12).
We corrupted the deformed images using different levels of ad-
ditive Gaussian noise. We generated three sequences with in-
creasing noise levels: (noiseless), ( dB), and
( dB). Fig. 3 shows the first and tenth frames of
the and simulated sequences.
Second, we generated a sequence using the FIELD II ul-
trasound simulation package [43], [44]. This package provides
an excellent framework to simulate ultrasound fields. It incor-
porates realistic transducer features, even though the latest ul-
trasound imaging acquisition technologies, such as second har-
monic imaging or fusion imaging, are not included.
The main purpose of generating this sequence was to include
more realistic ultrasonic features, while keeping known motion.
The simulation of the ultrasound field was based on the compu-
tation of the spatial impulse response, including the excitation
scheme (dynamic focusing and apodization). The images were
generated from a map of independent scatterers with determined
positions and amplitudes [45]. To generate our test sequence,
we specified a typical cardiac transducer (3-MHz central fre-
quency, 64-element phased array with Hanning apodization for
both transmission and reception, and with single focus in trans-
mission and multiple focusing in reception mode).
The phantom scatterer amplitudes and positions were gener-
ated from a sequence of scattering strength maps. These maps
modeled the different densities and speed of sound in the dif-
ferent tissues [45]. We designed the first frame of the scattering
map using a real end-diastole image as a template. The entire se-
quence of maps was then generated by deforming the first map
according to the motion model (12). For each image, 200 000
scatterers were generated using random positions, simulating a
1-cm-thick slice of the heart. The amplitude of the scatterers fol-
lowed a Gaussian distribution that was determined by the scat-
tering map value at each position. The final image was calcu-
lated by summing the responses of all the scatterers, which were
specified by their positions and amplitudes [45]. We used 128
scanning lines to define the image sector, and the resultant image
size was 359 256 pixels. Alone, this process would generate
an unrealistically decorrelated sequence in time as we run inde-
pendent random processes for each frame to select the scatterer
positions. Therefore, we imposed some interframe correlation
through the introduction of stable scatterers in the myocardium.
These composed about 5% of the total number of scatterers in
the myocardium, and their position in the tissue did not change.
Therefore, the sequence, , was weakly correlated in time,
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Fig. 4. The first and tenth frames of the scattering maps (left), and the corresponding ultrasound simulated images (right).
which permitted us to evaluate the performance of our method
in an almost realistic setting. Fig. 4 shows the scatter map for the
first and tenth frames, and the corresponding ultrasound simu-
lated frames in .
B. Experiments and Results
This section discusses a series of experiments carried out
to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. We tested the
influence of the various parameters involved, and the extent
to which our spatio-temporal approach added robustness
and accuracy to any motion estimation, in comparison to
our previous approach [37]. We measured the accuracy of
the motion estimation using a warping index [46], which
was defined as the mean geometric error in pixels be-
tween the true and the recovered deformation, defined as
, where
is the region of interest, the myocardium in our case, is
the number of pixels in this region, and is the total number
of images in the sequence. This index represents an overall
measure of the local error.
The synthetic motion model (12) was deliberately expressed
outside the spatio-temporal deformation space (4) searched by
the algorithm to avoid a biased scenario. We calculated the min-
imum geometric error between the motion model and the best
possible representation in the spatio-temporal search space (the
projection of the cardiac motion model onto the deformation
space). In the following sections, we will refer to this minimum
error as the “ideal” error.
1) Robustness With Respect to Noise: The first experiment
analyzed the effects of noise on our algorithm. The experiments
were carried out on all four simulated sequences (Section III-A).
Sequences to allowed for the isolation of the influence
of noise, and the sequence allowed us to test the algorithm
in a more realistic setting. We compared the method with our
previous approach (C-Reg), which was briefly described in Sec-
tion II-A. We used the same parameter settings for both algo-
rithms: Spacing between knots was pixels, quadratic
TABLE I
WARPING INDEX (GEOMETRIC ERROR) IN PIXELS FOR THE FOUR TEST
SEQUENCES DESCRIBED IN SECTION III-A FOR THE NEW ALGORITHM
(ST-Reg), AND THE PREVIOUS METHOD (C-Reg) [37]
B-splines were used to represent the deformation, and the stop-
ping threshold was . For the spatio-temporal registra-
tion (denoted here by ST-Reg), we used a spacing between tem-
poral knots of frames, and quadratic B-splines as the
corresponding basis function. We also calculated the minimum
possible approximation errors within the search space for both
algorithms, denoted here as Ideal-C and Ideal-ST.
Table I shows the results of the warping index for both al-
gorithms for the four test sequences. In the cases with least
noise (i.e., sequences and ), the consecutive registration
algorithm performed marginally better, because of its less con-
strained motion model. In the other cases ( and ), the new
spatio-temporal algorithm was significantly better, yielding a
mean geometric error for the realistic sequence, , of 1.265
pixels, which corresponds to 5% of the maximum displacement.
Note that the ideal values were not attained. However, the differ-
ence was small—within the range of half a pixel for the noise-
less case .
Fig. 5 shows the true axial and longitudinal components of
the displacement in the sequences, the displacements found by
the algorithms, and the best achievable (ideal) result within the
frame of the imposed motion model. The curves are drawn for a
middle-septum point in sequences and . One can see the
inconsistent and underestimated results of the consecutive algo-
rithm. This underestimation is due to the accumulation of the es-
timated consecutive displacements and to the regularization in-
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Fig. 5. Axial (left) and longitudinal (right) displacements (in millimeters) for a middle-septum point in sequences S (top) and S (bottom). We show the true
displacement, the displacement found by the two algorithms, and the best achievable result within the frame of the motion model used in the constrained algorithm.
troduced in the C-Reg algorithm which penalizes large motions.
The proposed spatio-temporal registration algorithm does not
need this regularization, providing smoother movements. The
improvement is clearly visible.
2) Adjusting the Knot Spacing: The knot spacing in the
spatio-temporal grid influences the intrinsic resolution of the
deformation that can be recovered in both time and space.
When noise is present, the optimum values should be chosen
as a compromise between the approximation error, which is
dominant for coarser grids, and the lack of regularization for
fine grids, which increases the effect of noise. The need for this
compromise is particularly evident for sequence , as this
sequence was designed to be highly decorrelated in time. In this
set of experiments, we independently varied the knot spacing
in space, , and in time, , to observe their influence.
Fig. 6 shows the geometric error for different values of the
knot spacing, for a fixed value of . The projection error
(“ideal” error) decreases with the step size, . However, once
the true scale of the displacement is achieved, the changes be-
come very small. Therefore, for efficiency reasons, a value of
between 32 and 64 pixels should be chosen. A value of
corresponds to 1.2 cm in our images, a distance similar to the
thickness of the myocardium.
As expected, for each noise level there is an optimum value
of that provides a sufficient level of smoothing to counteract
Fig. 6. The dependence of the geometrical error on the knot spacing in space
(h).
the noise, with sufficient flexibility in the motion model to be
able to represent the deformation without too much error.
The second experiment evaluated the effect of the temporal
knot spacing, , for a fixed value of . The results are
summarized in Fig. 7. Observe that for no (the “ideal” case)
or low noise, the error decreased as we reduced the temporal
knot spacing. However, for higher noise levels, the optimum
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Fig. 7. Geometric error for different values of knot spacing in time (s).
value was achieved for , showing the beneficial effect of
the constrained model. This was most visible for sequence ,
which had a much weaker temporal correlation than sequences
and .
IV. APPLICATION TO REGIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE LEFT
VENTRICLE
A. Data Description and Methodology
We now describe the use of our algorithm in a clinical set-
ting. The assessment of myocardial wall motion and contrac-
tility is a key issue in diagnostic echocardiography, as many car-
diac pathologies develop wall-motion abnormalities. Wall mo-
tion is commonly assessed qualitatively by examining the dis-
placement and thickening of each myocardial segment. This
process is usually denoted as regional analysis. The American
Society of Echocardiography [47], [48] proposed a standard left
ventricular division of 16 segments that have a correspondence
with the irrigation areas of the main coronary arteries (Fig. 8).
Despite the standardization of acquisition and scoring proto-
cols [48], there are some inter-institutional disagreements on
regional analysis interpretation [49], and quantitative methods
are required to homogenize the interpretation of such studies.
In this context, we set up a small clinical test to demon-
strate the applicability of our method to the quantitative re-
gional analysis of the left ventricle. We acquired data from six
healthy volunteers and six patients using a Siemens-ACUSON
Sequoia® scanner. The six patients had severe wall-function ab-
normalities with prior infarct in the territory of the anterior de-
scending coronary artery, and in some cases they had inferior
infarcts. This damage had led to motion and contraction prob-
lems of the anterior, septal, and inferior walls. An expert per-
formed qualitative regional analysis, grading each segment ac-
cording to a standard score ( ,
and ) [47]. For each subject, we analyzed two
sequences: Apical two-chamber (2C) and four-chamber (4C)
views, yielding 24 sequences. Our study quantified the func-
tion of the basal and mid segments for the inferior (2C view)
and septal walls (4C view), a total of 48 segments. We selected
these segments as they were clearly visible in all the sequences.
Our evaluation focused on the systolic function using two dif-
Fig. 8. Standard definition of the left ventricular 16 segments by the American
Society of Echocardiography. Different textures represent the irrigation areas of
the main coronary arteries.
ferent parameters: the mean displacement vector and the mean
local deformation of the segment during systole. We selected
these because they are respectively linked to the global segment
motion and its active contraction. We use the displacement field
that was provided by our algorithm to analyze the mean segment
displacement norm and its longitudinal, and axial
components. Local segment deformation was quantified
by estimatig the axial and longitudinal projec-
tions of the strain tensor . The strain tensor was com-
puted analytically from the displacement field, as explained in
Appendix B.
The processing of each sequence was done as follows. In the
first step, we estimated the myocardial motion. Then, we defined
the segments of interest, and finally, we computed the mean
displacement vector and mean strain tensor for each segment.
The spatio-temporal registration of all the sequences provided
the myocardium displacement field. We performed all the reg-
istrations on clinical data using the optimum parameter values
obtained in the simulation studies (spacing between the spatial
knots was , spacing between the temporal knots was
, a stopping optimization threshold of , and
quadratic temporal and spatial B-splines were used). We manu-
ally outlined the segments of interest in the first image of each
sequence. We also checked that after applying the estimated dis-
placement the segment contours were correctly repositioned in
the remaining frames of the sequence, which indicated that the
recovered displacement field was consistent with the real mo-
tion. The mean systolic displacement vector was calculated by
taking into account all the points enclosed in the previous defini-
tion. The longitudinal and axial components were referenced to
the longitudinal axis of the left ventricle, also manually defined
by the expert. For each sequence, we defined the left ventricular
axis and extracted the unitary vectors along this axis, , and
perpendicular to this axis, . The longitudinal and axial com-
ponents were computed as projections,
and .
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Fig. 9. Apical 4C (left) and 2C (right) views for a patient with an anterior
acute infract. Top = Expert score for each segment (1 = Normal; 2 =
Hypokinetic, and 3 = Akinetic). Bottom = Displacement field during
systole. Akinesia is present at the anterior wall, apex, and medial septal
and inferior segments. Some mobility is present in the basal septal, lateral,
and inferior segments. The arrows are scaled by 1:5 times for visualization
purposes.
We performed a first study to compare the displacement
vector, , and the strain tensor, , in the three groups of
segments: Normal, hypokinetic, and akinetic. This study con-
sidered the differences between all the segments in each group,
studying a total of 24 healthy segments, 9 hypokinetic and 13
akinetic. To assess any statistical difference, we performed a
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a post-hoc
Scheffé test for multiple comparisons between groups. We
report as statistically significant results with .
The second analysis considered for each individual
segment independently (for example, the basal inferior) in the
healthy subjects and the patients. We traced the displacement
vector norm evolution, , through the systole for each segment
that showed a difference between groups.
B. Results
Fig. 9 shows the displacement field at the end of systole (max-
imum contraction) for a patient with an anterior acute infarct in
the apical 2C and 4C views. The calculated displacement field is
consistent with the clinical scores. For example, notice the dif-
ference in arrow lengths between the anterior wall (left image,
left wall), classified as akinetic, and the basal inferior segment,
classified as hypokinetic. Fig. 10 shows the displacement field
at the end of systole for a healthy volunteer.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the results of the first study that com-
pared all the normal versus hypokinetic and akinetic segments.
Considering the values at the end of systole, the data in Fig.
11 represent the mean and standard deviation for and the
two components, and . ANOVA yielded a significant
difference between the group means for the three parameters
. The
Scheffé test for showed significant differences between each
Fig. 10. The displacement field during systole for a healthy subject showing
good mobility in all the segments. The arrows are scaled by 1.5 times for
visualization purposes.
pair of groups (normal versus hypokinetic, ; normal
versus akinetic; ; hypokinetic versus akinetic,
. The Scheffé test for resulted in a significant dif-
ference between only the normal and akinetic segments
and the Scheffé test for showed significant differ-
ences between the normal and hypokinetic and
the normal and akinetic segments . These results
confirm the expected differences between the groups, especially
when the global displacement is considered .
Fig. 12 represents the mean and standard deviation for
and considering the maximum systolic strain . ANOVA
yielded a significant difference between the group means for the
two parameters . The
Scheffé test for showed significant differences between
each pair of groups: Normal versus hypokinetic, ;
normal versus akinetic; ; hypokinetic versus aki-
netic, ). The Scheffé test for showed significant
differences between the normal and hypokinetic
and the normal and akinetic segments .
These results confirm the expected differences between the
groups. The differences are clearly significant for all the param-
eters between the normal and akinetic segments. However, the
change between the normal and the hypokinetic, and between
the akinetic and the hypokinetic segments is not so well defined.
This result is also expected, as the hypokinetic group comprises
all the segments that do not move, nor contract normally, but
still have some movement. Thus, it represents a group with large
variance.
Table II shows the results of the second study that examined
the displacement of all segments independently for healthy sub-
jects and patients. This table shows the mean and standard devi-
ation of at the end of systole for each segment, and for each
segment group (normal, hypokinetic, and akinetic). The results
confirm the tendency observed in the first study, namely, that
the segments labeled as normal have greater global motion than
the hypokinetic and akinetic segments. Another observation re-
lating to the normal segments is that the mid segments have
slightly smaller global displacement values than the basal seg-
ments. This effect confirms that the longitudinal displacement
decreases from base to apex. However, because of the small
number of cases and the large number of categories, we did not
obtain enough data to perform a meaningful statistical study.
We also studied the temporal evolution of the mean seg-
ment displacement norm, , for each segment, by comparing
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Fig. 11. (a) Mean and standard deviation for juj. The Scheffé test found significant differences between the three groups (normal versus hypokinetic, p = 0:0017;
normal versus akinetic, p = 0:0000; hypokinetic versus akinetic, p = 0:0015). (b) Mean and standard deviation for u . Significant difference between the
akinetic and normal segments (p = 0:0020) was observed. (c) The mean and standard deviation for u . Significant difference was observed between the normal
and the hypokinetic (p = 0:0004), and between the normal and the akinetic segments (p = 0:0000). Number of segments studied: N = 24 healthy, N = 9
hypokinetic and N = 13 akinetic.
Fig. 12. (a) Mean and standard deviation forE . The Scheffé test found significant differences between akinetic and normal segments (p = 0:0000), between
hypokinetic and normal segments (p = 0:0482) and between hypokinetic and akinetic (p = 0:0293). (b) Mean and standard deviation for E . Significant
difference was observed between the normal and the hypokinetic (p = 0:0004) and between the normal and the akinetic segments (p = 0:0000). Number of
segments studied: N = 24 healthy, N = 9 hypokinetic and N = 13 akinetic.
TABLE II
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF juj (IN MILLIMETERS) AT THE END OF
SYSTOLE FOR THE THREE SEGMENT GROUPS, STUDYING EACH SEGMENT
INDEPENDENTLY. SOME COMBINATIONS DID NOT OCCUR IN OUR DATA SET
healthy volunteers and patients. Fig. 13 shows the temporal
evolution during systole, , for the basal inferior segment for
healthy subjects [Fig. 13(left)], and for patients [Fig. 13(right)].
Note that the basal inferior segment was hypokinetic for pa-
tients P-2 and P-4, and akinetic for the rest of the patients. The
difference in temporal evolution and maximum displacement at
the end of systole is noticeable when one compares the normal
segments with the hypokinetic and the akinetic segments.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new, fully automatic procedure
to compute cardiac motion from echocardiographic sequences
using nonrigid registration techniques.
Our method exploits the temporal coherence of the move-
ment, and estimates the motion field by registering the sequence
to a reference frame. We used a B-spline spatio-temporal para-
metric model to define the displacement field. This field was
expressed analytically, providing a good framework for calcu-
lating motion parameters, such as the velocity, acceleration, or
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Fig. 13. Basal inferior mean absolute displacement temporal evolution juj during systole for healthy subjects (left), and for patients (right). The ordinate represents
incremental displacements (in millimeters) and the abscissa represents time during systole normalized to the systole duration (from 0 to 1).
strain. In comparison with previous approaches for motion re-
covery from echocardiography, which are only based on local
information, our method is able to balance the weight of local
and global variations.
The key methodological contributions of the present work are
as follows. The first one is the specification of the problem as a
global optimization over the whole sequence using as similarity
measure a temporal extension of the SSD criterion. Secondly the
use of a parametric spatio-temporal deformation model that we
constrained adding periodicity to better represent the cyclic be-
havior of the cardiac motion. Another contribution is the contin-
uous representation of sequence and deformation model, which
allows for exact computation of partial derivatives. And finally,
we propose a fast optimization strategy using a multiresolution
approach both in the sequence and in the deformation model.
Evaluation experiments demonstrated that the proposed
method is able to estimate motion accurately within 5% of the
maximum displacement for SNRs above 15 dB, and that it can
provide plausible heart motion fields from real echocardio-
grams. Algorithm parameters were adjusted using realistically
looking simulated sequences.
We demonstrated the benefits of temporal consistency in ul-
trasound motion recovery by comparing the data with those
using a previous algorithm [37] based on nonrigid registration
of independent consecutive image pairs.
The accuracy of the current method may be affected by
the intrinsic limitations of the echocardiographic imaging
modality. The most important of these are the partially decor-
related speckle, the out-of-plane motion, the attenuation, and
the independent movement of intraventricular structures (e.g.,
valves and papillary muscles). The results provided suggest
that our approach works even in the presence of these effects.
However, the large attenuation in some myocardial regions
(e.g., lateral wall in apical 4C views) could prevent its use
in these areas. The out-of-plane motion causes a myocardial
texture change which may also affect the accuracy of the local
motion estimates. This effect is reduced by the spatial and tem-
poral consistency provided by the spatio-temporal parametric
model. Intraventricular structures appearing and disappearing
from the view-plane may also be a cause of error, partially
compensated by temporal smoothness. In areas where with
low signal intensity (e.g., the bloodpool) the estimated motion
maybe somewhat erratic. However, this effect hardly interferes
with the myocardial tracking as there is much more energy
and temporal coherence within the myocardium. If this effect
appears to be problematic in an extensive evaluation, there are
two different ways to deal with it: Adding regularization to
the registration process, or including a mask to select only the
myocardium.
The results obtained with real data, from normal subjects and
from patients, suggest the clinical applicability to the regional
analysis of the left ventricle. Both displacement and strain re-
sults show significant differences between normal and patho-
logical segments. Displacement and strain values are consis-
tent with those previously published and obtained with Doppler
derived techniques [50]–[52], and Tagged MR data [53], [54].
These results reveal the potential of this technique to provide
a new method to assess myocardial motion from echocardio-
graphic data, overcoming the limitations of the Doppler tech-
niques. This preliminary clinical evaluation encourages further
research on the use of the proposed method to derive quanti-
tative parameters to indicate the presence of ischemic disease.
This clinical validation should also consider whether the vari-
ability in the definition of long axis by the user has any influence
on the results.
It may also be interesting to test the proposed algorithm in
other medical imaging contexts. Potential applications include
motion estimation from other cardiac imaging modalities,
cardiac sequence segmentation guided by registration, and
coding/compression of movement components.
APPENDIX
A. Simulated Cardiac Motion
Our simulated cardiac motion was derived to mimic the
movement found in a 4C sequence of a normal volunteer. We
describe this model analytically, to be a separable model in
time and space
(12)
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Fig. 14. A simulated temporal function, (t), and the template extracted from
the real sequence.
where is the spatial dependence term, is the temporal
term, is the frame time, and is the spatial coordinate. The
spatial dependence is also separated along longitudinal and
axial components 1 (12) specifies that the axial component,
, is maximum for the endocardium, , and symmetric with
respect to the longitudinal axis of the left ventricle, , which
is oriented vertically; i.e., parallel to the axis. The longitudinal
displacement, , is maximum for the insertions of the mitral
valve, , and zero for the apex, . Coordinate values and
maximum magnitudes were taken from a real sequence used as
a template ( and pixels).
This model simulates the regional dependence of healthy my-
ocardial motion that is linked to the muscle structure and con-
traction process [55], [56]. The maximum axial displacement
during systole occurs at the endocardium, and is smaller toward
the epicardium, leading to a transmural gradient that produces
wall thickening. Similarly, longitudinal displacement decreases
from base to apex, creating a spatial gradient in this direction
that represents the myocardial longitudinal function.
The temporal term, , was also defined using a real se-
quence as a template. We extracted the average temporal evo-
lution from several points in the myocardium, and an analytical
expression was fitted to the extracted function (Fig. 14). We de-




, and image frames.
(14)
where .
1In the context of this section we use (x; y) instead of (x ; x ) for clarity.
B. Strain Calculation
The movement of a nonrigid homogeneous body is usually
composed of changes in shape, size, and position [57]. It can
be decomposed into a rigid and a nonrigid component. Given
a nonrigid body , with a particle at position , moved and
deformed into body , with a new position of the same particle
at , we define the deformation gradient tensor as
(15)
where is the displacement of the given particle.
represents the body variations in shape, size and position.
It can be decomposed in two matrices , where is
the rotation matrix y is the right stretch tensor. This decom-
position is quite complex; therefore, the Cauchy-Green tensor
is also defined as . This formulation allows the
definition of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor as
(16)
where when no deformation exists.
Given the dense displacement field introduced in the
Section II and taking into account (15), we can calculate in
the bidimensional case as
(17)
The Green-Lagrange strain tensor is then easily computed
from (16). Components can be calculated analyt-
ically in the case of our deformation model (4) as it is defined
through Bspline functions. The deformation tensor is then pro-
jected onto the directions of interest to calculate the deformation
in a determined direction.
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